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By Cate Rowan

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Kismet s Kiss is a magical,
exhilarating, sensual delight. Lush exotic world-building, riveting storyline, and strong personable
characters set the stage for a rich and captivating story. -- Smexy Books A must-read for all fantasy
romance lovers. -- The Romance Reviews . .So much sexual tension that the pages are likely to burn
your fingers as you eagerly beg for more. -- Coffee Time Romance . .A harem fantasy brimming
with desire, enchantment and betrayal. I highly recommend Kismet s Kiss to all readers who enjoy a
touch of magic with their romance. -- The Romance Studio . .Envelops the reader in a lush, exotic
world of silk and sherbet, scimitars and precious stones. Kismet s Kiss delivers an exhilarating
reading experience. -- A magically romantic fantasy. In the desert realm of Kad, a deadly epidemic
strikes the palace of Sultan Kuramos. Only a magical healer from an enemy land may have the skill
to save his household. He never imagined that healer would be a woman. Varene finds her own
surprises in Kad. She expects the sultan s...
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new electronic book with an all new perspective. It is one of the most incredible book we have read. Your way of life span will likely be convert when
you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Spencer  Fa y-- Spencer  Fa y

It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .
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